Background: Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) holds promise as a noninvasive means of identifying neural responses that can be used to predict treatment response before beginning a drug trial. Imaging paradigms employing facial expressions as presented stimuli have been shown to activate the amygdala and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). Here, we sought to determine whether pretreatment amygdala and rostral ACC (rACC) reactivity to facial expressions could predict treatment outcomes in patients with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD).
T he human amygdala is a critical part of a neural circuitry that functions to detect environmental stimuli that predict biologically relevant outcomes (1, 2) . For example, in humans, the amygdala is particularly sensitive to presented facial expressions of emotion, presumably because these nonverbal cues have predicted important outcomes in the past (3) . The amygdala is reciprocally connected with rostal and ventral regions of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (4, 5) . Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the ACC is part of a neural circuit that can provide regulatory control over the amygdala (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . This control can occur spontaneously (6) , can be directed (7) (8) (9) (10) , or can occur in reaction to a change in environmental contingencies (e.g., extinction) (11, 12) . Of specific relevance to the present experiment are data showing that greater rostral ACC (rACC) reactivity in response to facial expressions of emotion is correlated with lesser amygdala reactivity (6, 7) . Thus, facial expressions represent simple stimuli for assessing amygdalaprefrontal reactivity and provide a basis to assess amygdalaprefrontal function in psychopathology (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) .
The use of facial expressions as stimuli has proven useful for the study of the anxiety disorders. For example, exaggerated amygdala responsivity to fearful facial expressions (13, 14, 16) as well as hyporesponsivity within the rACC (13, 14) has been observed in individuals with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). We sought to extend this work by determining whether amygdala and rACC reactivity to facial expressions could predict treatment outcomes in patients with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD). Such data will be particularly important since functional imaging data involving these structures in adult GAD subjects is lacking.
Generalized anxiety disorder is a chronic disorder that is characterized by excessive, pervasive, and uncontrollable anxiety that is present for a period of at least 6 months (DSM-IV) (24) . Venlafaxine is a serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (SNRI) that has been shown to be effective in treating subjects with GAD. For example, Pollack et al. (25) showed in a meta-analysis of five venlafaxine treatment studies of GAD that, on average, 56% of GAD subjects treated with drug for 8 weeks showed considerable improvement (i.e., Ͼ50% drop in symptoms). This efficacy rate was significantly greater than the 39% who showed improvement in the placebo-treated groups. Thus, if roughly more than half of the GAD subjects in the present study showed improvement after 8 weeks of venlafaxine treatment, this would provide the requisite variability across subjects to identify pretreatment functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) predictors of beneficial treatment response.
To this end, the current report presents voxelwise regression analyses from an exploratory open-label study aimed at determining whether pretreatment activity in the amygdala and/or rACC would be related to changes in reported anxiety after an 8-week drug treatment trial with venlafaxine. More generally, the present study sought to offer an example of the promise of functional neuroimaging for informing pharmacotherapy.
Methods and Materials

Participants
Thirty subjects (24 female subjects) shown to be right-handed (26) were studied. Fifteen of these subjects (12 female subjects) answered a local newspaper advertisement seeking individuals with GAD for a venlafaxine treatment study (mean age 27 Ϯ 7 [SD] years; range 19 -52 All control subjects were screened and found to be free of history of head injury and current DSM-IV Axis I disorders as determined by the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM (SCID) (24) . All control subjects scored below 9 on the Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A) (27) and below 7 on the Raskin Depression Scale (28) .
All subjects with GAD met diagnostic criteria for GAD as determined by the SCID and verified by physician interview. In addition to the SCID interview as confirmation of the diagnosis of GAD, subjects also exceeded an accepted scale cutoff on the HAM-A (i.e., Ն18) (27) with scores of 2 or more on item 1 (anxious mood) and item 2 (tension). Further, we specifically recruited subjects with GAD who were low in depressive symptoms. To this end, all subjects with GAD scored below 7 on the Raskin Depression Scale (Table 1) . Also, all GAD subjects did not meet diagnostic criteria according to the SCID for depression or any other Axis I disorder. All subjects were medication free for at least 4 weeks if they had been taking fluoxetine and for 2 weeks for all other psychoactive substances.
All subjects provided informed written consent and were monetarily compensated for their participation. This investigation was conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Human Subjects Committee of the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Procedure
All GAD subjects were assessed at seven visits over an 8-week period after starting venlafaxine treatment. Compliance with venlafaxine treatment was monitored at these visits through the use of personal diaries kept by subjects throughout the 8-week treatment phase documenting their compliance with treatment. Subjects were titrated from 37.5 mg by mouth every morning to 225 mg by mouth every morning per clinical indication. Most subjects (75%) were at 150 mg by week 4 and remained there for the duration of the study. Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale and Penn State Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ) (29) scores were administered at each visit to assess treatment efficacy. Control subjects were assessed at similar intervals over 8 weeks but received no treatment. Participants and experimenters were not blind to the participants' group status.
The present report presents scan data before beginning treatment (pretreatment for GAD subjects) and that following 8 weeks of treatment (posttreatment for the GAD subjects), consistent with most previous studies that have also utilized an 8-week period to assess the efficacy of venlafaxine (25) . Subjects were also scanned 2 weeks following venlafaxine treatment, but these data are not considered here since most GAD subjects did not achieve their optimal drug level until week 4. Thus, data from both GAD and control subjects' fMRI scans at pretreatment and 8 weeks posttreatment are analyzed here for assessment of between-group effects, whereas pretreatment fMRI data from GAD subjects are used to assess the prediction of treatment outcomes.
One week prior to the pretreatment scan session, all subjects attended a 30-minute fMRI simulation session in a mock scanner to reduce any initial apprehension or anxiety. A week after the mock scan, all subjects participated in a pretreatment fMRI session. Subjects with GAD then began an 8-week treatment trial of venlafaxine extended release (XR) the day following their first scan.
An Avotec goggle system (Avotec, Inc., Stuart, Florida) was used to present visual stimuli. Padding was arranged around the subject's head, which together with use of a bite bar served to minimize head movement. During fMRI scanning, participants passively viewed alternating 18-second blocks of fearful (F), neutral (N), and happy (H) facial expressions during two scan runs, where F and H block order was counterbalanced within and across subjects. Each scan run started and finished with an 18-second fixation (ϩ) baseline block; thus, a typical scan would be as follows: ϩ, N, H, N, F, N, H, N, F, ϩ.
Each block consisted of six repetitions of six identities (three female identities) from a standardized stimulus set (30) (identities used were PE, SW, WF, PF, C, GS). All stimuli were standardized for contrast and luminance. Each expression was displayed for 0  0  30  36  3  3  F  0  2  33  30  3  3  F  0  0  35  36  3  3  F  1  3  25  28  3  3  F  1  1  31  26  3  3  M  1  5  32  40  3  4  F  1  3  33  33  3  3  F  1  2  30  32  3  3  F  3  3  31  26  3  3  F  2  1  34  33  3  3  F  3  4  35  30  3  4  F  2  0  32  37  3  3 Control subjects received no treatment but are labeled to be consistent with subjects with GAD. PSWQ was not collected from one GAD subject posttreatment-this subject's data were not included in the PSWQ analysis. Raskin was not collected for one GAD subject posttreatment-this subject's data were not included in correlational analyses corrected for depression.
F, female; GAD, generalized anxiety disorder; HAM-A, Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale; M, male; PSWQ, Penn State Worry Questionnaire; Post, posttreatment; Pre, pretreatment; Raskin, Raskin Depression Scale.
200 milliseconds, with an intertrial interval (ITI) of 300 milliseconds consisting of a fixation cross on a black background (i.e., two faces per second).
These data were collected as part of a larger project assessing venlafaxine's effects on neural responsivity during multiple fMRI activation paradigms. To this end, during scanning, all subjects participated in the current facial expression study, as well as a subsequent study involving presentation of affective pictures (i.e., International Affective Picture System [IAPS]) (31) . The face study was always presented first. The project also involved two further scanning sessions where the same tasks were presented 2 and 8 weeks posttreatment. The test-retest reliability for amygdala reactivity during the face task for the control subjects has been published previously (32) .
Image Acquisition
A 3-Tesla SIGNA magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner (General Electric Medical Systems, Waukesha, Wisconsin) with a quadrature head coil and high-speed gradients was used to acquire both whole-brain, axial, high-resolution anatomical scans (three-dimensional line and then tilted ϳ30°in the rostral direction to provide coverage of the amygdala and medial prefrontal cortex including the anterior cingulate cortex). This slice acquisition has been used extensively in our laboratory and previous studies by the authors because it displaces through-plane dephasing, phase cancellation, and phase dispersion in the medial temporal lobe. This results in data in this region relatively free of susceptibility artifacts and dropout, with higher signal-to-noise ratio and between-session reliability (32) . A similar acquisition scheme has recently been proposed as optimal for amygdala imaging (33) .
Image Analysis
All data processing was performed using AFNI software (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov) (34) . Individual subject data were motion corrected, low-pass filtered (cutoff ϭ .15 Hz), and then analyzed using a general linear model (GLM) with separate regressors for each expression type, formed by convolving a stimulus boxcar function with an ideal hemodynamic response function (HRF). The GLM yielded a set of contrast maps for each individual, which were smoothed with a 4-mm full-width at half maximum Gaussian smoothing kernel, converted to percent signal change and normalized into Talairach space. Individual contrast maps were then entered into two types of voxelwise group analyses. Consistent with the aims of the study, we constrained analyses to voxels within two a priori regions of interest: rACC and amygdala. Voxelwise regression analyses were used to assess the association between brain activation contrasts and ratings of treatment response (HAM-A, PSWQ), as well as other potential confounds such as rated depression (Raskin Depression Scale). A mixed-effects GLM with subject as a random factor nested within the fixed factor group (control versus GAD) and scan session as a fixed repeated factor was used to assess group and session differences in brain activation to the different expressions. For all voxelwise analyses, the statistical threshold was set at p ϭ .05 corrected, determined separately for the amygdala (cluster threshold ϭ 72 mm 3 ) and rACC (cluster threshold ϭ 144 mm 3 ) a priori areas of interest by Monte Carlo simulations using AlphaSim (within AFNI) based on their anatomical volumes, respectively. Table 1 presents pretreatment and posttreatment HAM-A scores for all subjects. Individual differences in decrease in HAM-A scores were then correlated with pretreatment amygdala and rACC responsivity of subjects with GAD to fearful faces. Figure 1A depicts a significant positive correlation between drop in HAM-A scores (y axis) and pretreatment rACC (x ϭ Ϫ12, y ϭ 32, z ϭ 22) responsivity (x axis) to fearful faces when compared with neutral faces (r ϭ .61, p ϭ .016). Figure 1B shows a concomitant negative correlation between drop in HAM-A scores and pretreatment amygdala (x ϭ Ϫ19, y ϭ 1, z ϭ Ϫ15) responsivity to fearful faces when compared with neutral faces (r ϭ Ϫ.64, p ϭ .01).
Results fMRI Predictor of Treatment Response in Subjects with GAD: Reported Anxiety
Similar effects were observed when fearful faces were contrasted with happy faces in the rACC ( Figure 1C ; r ϭ .67, p ϭ .006; x ϭ Ϫ7, y ϭ 35, z ϭ 25) and the amygdala ( Figure 1D ; r ϭ Ϫ.75, p ϭ .001; x ϭ Ϫ19, y ϭ 1, z ϭ Ϫ15). These effects showed strong spatial correspondence with the effects observed for the fearful versus neutral faces contrast, being observed in an immediately adjacent region of the left rACC and the identical locus within the left amygdala.
Figures 1E and 1F further support that these effects are specific to fearful faces since they are not observed in happy versus neutral faces when directly contrasted in rACC ( Figure 1E ; r ϭ .14, p ϭ .63) or amygdala ( Figure 1F ; r ϭ .11, p ϭ .69) and these happy versus neutral correlations are significantly different than the correlations reported here for fear (p's Յ .05). Figure 1G shows that the subjects showing greater rACC reactivity to fearful faces tend to be the subjects who show lesser amygdala reactivity (fear vs. neutral, r ϭ Ϫ.77, p ϭ .001, depicted in Figure 1G ; fear vs. happy, r ϭ Ϫ.72, p ϭ .002, not shown). Taken together, subjects showing higher rACC and lower amygdala reactivity to fearful faces before starting venlafaxine treatment show the greatest drop in reported anxiety after 8 weeks of treatment.
Finally, these effects were unrelated to any change in depression scores with treatment, as the partial correlations between pretreatment fMRI response to fearful faces and change in HAM-A remained significant after partialing out changes in depression scores (amygdala, fear vs. neutral, r ϭ Ϫ.61, p ϭ .027, fear vs. happy, r ϭ Ϫ.72, p ϭ .005; rACC, fear vs. neutral, r ϭ .60, p ϭ .03, fear vs. happy, r ϭ .63, p ϭ .02).
Other Brain Regions
The anterior cingulate and amygdala were the clear focus of the present report, as evidenced by the partial brain volume we collected focusing on these areas (see Methods and Materials). For completeness, we assessed whether other brain regions within our collected volume showed a similar predictive pattern of activation. No other brain region showed correlated activation that exceeded a whole-volume correction threshold. To obviate bias, we report that one subcortical region exceeded the threshold based on amygdala volume (hippocampus, x ϭ Ϫ27, y ϭ Ϫ10, z ϭ Ϫ15, 120 mm 3 cluster) and one cortical region exceeded the threshold set for the rACC volume (middle temporal gyrus, x ϭ Ϫ55, y ϭ Ϫ12, z ϭ Ϫ12, 184 mm 3 cluster). Table 1 also presents PSWQ scores for these subjects. Voxelwise regression analyses showed that amygdala and rACC responsivity were unrelated to changes in reported worry in GAD subjects after venlafaxine treatment (all p's Ͼ .05, corrected). Further, the effects reported here for drop in HAM-A scores remain significant after partialing out changes in PSWQ scores (amygdala, fear vs. neutral, r ϭ Ϫ.58, p ϭ .029, fear vs. happy, r ϭ Ϫ.72, p ϭ .004; rACC, fear vs. neutral, r ϭ .55, p ϭ .04, fear vs. happy, r ϭ .65, p ϭ .012).
Reported Worry
GAD Versus Control Subjects
Control subjects did not show any of the above reported relationships between fMRI responsivity and HAM-A or PSWQ scores consistent with their restricted range of scores on these measures (Table 1) . Further, though presentation of fearful versus neutral faces produced bilateral activation of the amygdala across all subjects (right, x ϭ 17, y ϭ Ϫ5, z ϭ Ϫ10, p ϭ .00027, uncorrected; left, x ϭ Ϫ19, y ϭ Ϫ3, z ϭ Ϫ10, p ϭ .0016, uncorrected), there was no group difference between control subjects and subjects with GAD in amygdala or rACC reactivity to fearful versus neutral faces, fearful versus happy faces, or happy versus neutral faces when directly contrasted (all F's Ͻ 1). In addition, there was no effect of time (pre vs. post) and no time ϫ group interaction (all F's Ͻ 1). Thus, the present report focuses on the finding that individual differences in pretreatment rACCamygdala fMRI responsivity to fearful faces in subjects with GAD predicted treatment outcomes, though the magnitude of their fMRI responses as a group did not differ from control subjects.
Discussion
Pretreatment fMRI responsivity during presentation of biologically relevant stimuli associated with threat (i.e., fearful faces) predicted treatment response to venlafaxine in subjects with A) and (B) . (G) rACC and amygdala responses to fearful versus neutral faces are negatively correlated showing that the subjects with higher rACC signal tend to be the subjects with lower amygdala signal. Both axes are fMRI percent signal change. fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; HAM-A, Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale; rACC, rostral anterior cingulate cortex.
GAD. Specifically, greater rACC and lesser amygdala responsivity to fearful faces predicted greater decreases in anxiety after 8 weeks of treatment. This effect was specific to fearful faces, as no such effect was observed to either happy or neutral faces when directly contrasted ( Figure 1E and F) .
Given the correlational nature of the present findings, the directional nature of rACC-amygdala interaction during pretreatment facial expression processing and its relationship with treatment outcomes cannot be known. One possibility is that activation of the rACC in response to fearful faces exerts a regulatory influence over the amygdala (6 -13) and lower amygdala activation to fearful faces predicts a more beneficial outcome in terms of reported anxiety with venlafaxine. This hypothesis is consistent with anatomical data in nonhuman primates showing that the multiple regions of the ACC that send direct projections to the amygdala include a more dorsal portion of the rACC (4) similar to that identified here in humans, as well as a recent report suggesting that the outputs from the ACC to the amygdala greatly outnumber the amygdala's reciprocal inputs (35) . That said, based upon the present data, the opposite alternative explanation is equally plausible; namely, that subjects who respond with a higher amygdala response to fearful faces, in turn, show a lesser rACC response, which predicts a less beneficial outcome in terms of reported anxiety with venlafaxine. Available anatomical data in nonhuman primates support this interpretation as well: the amygdala is known to project to a more dorsal region of the rACC in nonhuman primates (5, 35) similar to that identified here in human subjects. Finally, despite the existence of direct reciprocal connections between these two regions, the present effects do not necessitate a functional interaction, as activity at each region could be independently related to change in anxiety.
The present study in subjects reporting high levels of anxiety complements previous studies in subjects with depression showing that neural responsivity in the rACC (36, 37) and amygdala (38) can predict drug treatment outcomes (18, 39) . Here we show that inverse rACC-amygdala activity can predict changes in reported anxiety as measured by the HAM-A in adult subjects with GAD who were specifically recruited because of their low levels of depressive symptoms and lack of comorbid diagnosis. Given the high comorbidity between GAD and depression (40) and the fact that amygdala reactivity can be related to the severity of reported depression (41, 42) , future studies could assess subjects with varying degrees of anxious and depressive symptoms to determine any overlapping and nonoverlapping neural substrates that predict changes in anxious versus depressive symptoms with treatment.
Interestingly, the present findings were observed in a group of subjects with GAD whose overall magnitude of amygdala reactivity did not differ from the control group. This finding adds to existing experimental data assessing amygdala responsivity to fearful face stimuli across different anxiety disorders. To date, exaggerated amygdala responsivity to emotional facial expressions has been documented in PTSD (13, 14, 16) and social phobia (20, 23) but not in simple phobia (43) or GAD (present study). More complex fMRI response patterns have been observed in other studies, perhaps owing to differences in the acuteness of the disorder (PTSD) (44), stimulus presentation parameters (i.e., masked vs. unmasked, PTSD) (16, 44) , and medication status (panic disorder) (45) . The relatively small number of subjects assessed in this initial study calls for caution in the interpretation of the present between-group null effect, since such an effect could be due to insufficient statistical power, though we note that the comparison studies referenced above (some showing positive between-group effects) comprised subject samples of similar size. Alternatively, the lack of group differences reported here could be an artifact of elevated baseline amygdala blood flow in GAD consistent with findings that baseline blood flow correlates negatively with the magnitude of evoked blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) responses (46) . This possibility could be explicitly tested using positron-emission tomography (PET) imaging or perfusion imaging in future fMRI studies.
The present results are qualified by the following limitations. For this initial study, we employed an open-label design with no comparison group of subjects with GAD receiving a placebo treatment. Thus, we cannot know if the subjects who improved would have shown this effect irrespective of venlafaxine treatment. That said, we point out that while prior studies predict that 39% of subjects would be expected to improve on a placebo basis (25) , 73% of subjects within the present study showed a significant drop in anxiety symptoms with venlafaxine treatment (defined as Ͼ50% decrease according to the criteria of Pollack et al. [25] ). The present study design is further limited by our use of self-report as a measure of drug compliance. A more rigorous means of documenting compliance in future studies would entail blood/urine samples. Finally, our use of a passive viewing task does not allow us to verify that subjects were attentive to the presented stimuli.
Despite the lack of a between-group main effect in the present study, individual differences in rACC and amygdala activation predicted beneficial treatment outcomes for the subjects with GAD. These pretreatment individual differences in rACC-amygdala reactivity were observed even though all subjects with GAD showed a homogeneous level of pretreatment anxiety (HAM-A scores for all subjects ranged from 18 to 21). Thus, the observed individual differences in pretreatment rACC-amygdala reactivity to fearful faces do not identify the presence of GAD or its accompanying anxiety symptoms per se. Nor can these homogeneous pretreatment levels of anxiety explain the degree of improvement with treatment in some but not other subjects. Taken together, these data suggest that the presentation of fearful faces to assess ACC-amygdala responsivity can identify some subjects reporting high anxiety but low depression symptoms who will benefit from venlafaxine treatment. Perhaps the fMRI response pattern identified here in subjects showing a greater treatment effect (i.e., higher rACC-lower amygdala) indicates an integrity of rACC-amygdala responsivity and/or interaction that can benefit from venlafaxine treatment. Clearly, replication of the present effect, along with further research into the possible mechanisms for such an outcome, is needed. More generally, the present study suggests that there is promise for the use of fMRI as a tool to predict drug treatment outcomes for patients with clinically significant anxiety.
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